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EXECUTIVE

SUMMARY

As early as 2004, the Grenoble Metropolitan Area was the first French city to adopt a Climate Plan,
which it saw as an initial roadmap for the energy transition. The roadmap already foresaw the crucial
role of energy renovation in achieving the objectives of the Air and Energy Climate Plan. An initial
building insulation campaign, known as Mur|Mur, was conducted between 2010 and 2014. It was
intended solely for private co-owned multi-occupancy buildings (commonholds or condominiums)
built between 1945 and 1975. The campaign, the first of its kind at national level, was a success and
enabled nearly 4,500 homes to be refurbished for greater energy efficiency.
Despite this popularity, the pace of renovation was insufficient to meet the objectives. The
metropolitan authority's new Energy Master Plan (Schéma Directeur des Energies) concluded that the
pace of renovation had to be doubled for co-owned multi-occupancy buildings and quadrupled for
single-family dwellings.
The metropolitan authority and the local energy and climate agency ALEC accordingly made a
concerted effort to organise a second renovation campaign (Mur|Mur 2), which began on 1 April
2016. This second insulation campaign was extended to provide a new scheme open to all privately
owned homes (both single-family dwellings and co-owned multi-occupancy buildings) in the 49
communes making up the Grenoble metropolitan area. All private homeowners can now approach
this local home energy-renovation platform for help with their projects and receive information,
support, advice and guidance on the technical, financial, regulatory, organizational and
administrative aspects of the renovation project.
A variety of service paths are available, depending on the situations, to cater for different contexts
and specific features. Three main target categories have been defined:
- Single-family dwellings
- Private co-owned multi-occupancy buildings built between 1945 and 1975
- Private co-owned multi-occupancy buildings built before 1945 or after 1975
To expand the service paths offered by Grenoble Métropole and ALEC, a large number of
partnerships have been formed with all of the industry professionals to:
- Promote the scheme to property owners (private homeowners and co-owners' association
boards) and organize participatory workshops and training sessions
- Provide guidance and support for the managers of co-owned multi-occupancy buildings
- Form partnerships with and certify energy-engineering consulting firms and business clusters
(through a call for expressions of interest)
- Form partnerships with civil law notaries and real estate agents
- Form partnerships with banks
- Form partnerships with utility network managers
The majority of the partnerships were formed as part of Task 1.3 of the City-zen project's WP4, based
on the assessment and feedback from the first Mur|Mur renovation campaign and the results of
Tasks 1.1 and 1.2 of City-zen WP4.
In addition to setting up the Mur|Mur 2 renovation platform and various partnership initiatives, the
metropolitan authority also worked on connecting the renovation campaign and the area's energy
supply. To do so, it took the following steps:
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-

-

Set up of a “classification procedure” for the district heating network and make it
compulsory for all buildings (situated within specific given area) being renovated or replacing
their boiler, as well as all new-built constructions, to be connected to the network
Make it compulsory to improve energy performance of existing buildings that are doing
refurbishment works as part of the PLUi local inter-commune urban planning plan. The PLUi
was also an opportunity to impose energy-efficiency and renewable-energy production
obligations on new buildings. On this last point, Grenoble Métropole received guidance and
technical support from Hespul.

Based on feedback on the initiatives described in this report, the main recommendations we can
make are as follows:
- Start by identifying the full range of stakeholders for residential retrofit and getting to know
the local environment. This will help avoid dispersing your efforts and/or overlooking
important stakeholders;
- Identify the key stakeholders and rank them by priority, since it is impossible to approach all
of the stakeholders right from the outset;
- Adjust your guidance and support to these stakeholders' expectations and needs, and the
way they operate;
- Adjust the level of subsidies to make it attractive enough for household without making too
attractive, otherwise refurbishing companies can increase their tariff rate.
- For the initiative to work, it is essential to combine collective actions and individual contacts;
- Don't underestimate the time it takes to develop concrete, long-lasting initiatives. For an
initiative of this type to succeed, it must be underpinned by long-term policy conducted well
beyond a single term of office;
- Recognition and widespread familiarity with the scheme are strong factors for attracting new
partners;
- Have a clear vision of the parties' mutual interests, without distorting the partnership under
pressure from an overly demanding partner;
- Building a relationship of trust with these stakeholders does not exclude a firm hand and
control.
Moreover, to achieve the objectives of the Energy Master Plan, which requires a rapid change in
the energy system, it seems indispensable to set up a binding regulatory framework. However,
for this regulatory framework to be legitimate and applicable, it must also be sufficiently flexible
to adapt to special cases and allow for special dispensations. Lastly, it must go hand-in-hand with
support measures and initiatives that will help structure the sectors so that they can meet the
new constraints.
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CHAPTER 1 – Introduction

An initial Mur|Mur building insulation campaign was conducted between 2010 and 2014. It was
intended solely for private co-owned multi-occupancy buildings built between 1945 and 1975. Nearly
4,500 homes benefited from this energy renovation scheme that was including technical and
administrative support as well as dedicated subsidies.
A second campaign, Mur|Mur 2, has been under way in the Grenoble metropolitan area since 1 April
2016 for the thermal renovation of co-owned multi-occupancy buildings. This second insulation
campaign was broadened to provide a new scheme open to all privately owned dwellings (both
single-family dwellings and co-owned multi-occupancy buildings) in the 49 communes making up the
Grenoble metropolitan area. This insulation campaign is led by the Grenoble metropolitan authority
with various partners, primarily ALEC.

All private homeowners can now approach this local home energy-renovation platform for help with
their projects and receive information, support, advice and guidance on the technical, financial,
regulatory, organizational and administrative aspects of the renovation project. The platform is also
providing homeowners with list of labelled companies; last but not least certain categories of
buildings are benefiting from dedicated subsidies.
A variety of service paths are available, depending on the situations, to take into account different
contexts and their specific technical, human and regulatory requirements.
Three main target categories have been defined:
- Single-family dwellings;
- Co-owned multi-occupancy buildings built between 1945 and 1975
- Co-owned multi-occupancy buildings built before 1945 or after 1975.
To expand the service paths offered by the metropolitan authority and ALEC, a large number of
partnerships have been formed with all of the industry professionals. The majority of the
partnerships were formed as part of Task 1.3 of the City-zen project's WP4, based on the assessment
and feedback from the first Mur|Mur renovation campaign and the results of Tasks 1.1 and 1.2 of
City-zen WP4.
This report accordingly presents the various guidance and support systems provided by the
metropolitan authority and ALEC, along with all of the partnerships formed as part of Task 1.3 of
WP4. The metropolitan authority also worked on connecting the renovation campaign and the area's
energy supply. To do so, it took the following steps:
DELIVERABLE D4.4 | PU Public
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Set up of a “classification procedure” for the district heating network and make it
compulsory for all buildings (situated within specific given area) being renovated or replacing
their boiler, as well as all new-built constructions, to be connected to the network
Make it compulsory to improve energy performance of existing buildings that are doing
refurbishment works as part of the PLUi local inter-commune urban planning plan. The PLUi
was also an opportunity to impose energy-efficiency and renewable energy production
obligations for new buildings. For example each new building above 1000sqm has to produce
a minimum share of renewable energy.
On this last second point, Grenoble Métropole received guidance and support from Hespul, a
non-profit association.
-
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CHAPTER 2 – Overview of Grenoble Alpes
Metropole retrofitting campaign: MurMur2

2.1.

SINGLE-FAMILY DWELLINGS

2.1.1. Guidance and support for the owners of single-family dwellings

The Mur|Mur 2 energy renovation regional platform supports the owners of single-family dwellings
throughout their renovation project: from the initial meeting to the acceptance of work, including
the approval of the energy audit, opinions on the quotes and the establishment of a financing plan
(cf.2.1.2).
This service path is designed to facilitate renovation projects and encourage more owners to
undertake energy renovation.
Since the campaign was launched, the number of project owners supported has steadily grown. In
2018, the 6 ALEC advisers supported 203 new projects, taking the number of renovations supported
to 434.
In all, 35% of people carried out an energy audit in order to correctly define their programme of
work. A total of 61 projects are now finished, which is not very many by comparison with the number
of projects being overseen. This highlights the slow progress of the process. However, the rate of
abandonment remains relatively low at 12%. All of these results are summed up in the graph below.

Figure 1- Increase in the number of single-family dwelling projects overseen
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2.1.2. Guidance and support for housing developments

Batch renovation is a useful approach because standard solutions can be applied for similar houses,
thereby optimising costs. Houses in housing developments lend themselves to energy renovation on
a large scale.
The support path offered by Mur|Mur 2 for a batch renovation operation uses the same five steps,
after adjusting them to the specific context of a collective approach:
 Awareness raising: an initial information meeting is organized in the housing development to
present the benefits of a batch renovation project and form an initial idea of the number of
people interested in energy renovation work.
 Energy audit: the aim is to carry out a small number of representative audits, not on all of the
houses. This consists in drawing up an inventory of the different types of houses in the housing
development, then comparing several different types of renovation work and scenarios.
An initial survey of the housing development homeowners is launched to find out how many
people are interested in an energy audit. After that, a request for proposals is launched for the
certified consulting firms. The choice of consulting firm is made by the interested homeowners.
The consulting firm awarded the project must also make a public presentation to all of the
homeowners in the housing development, presenting the results and the proposed technical
solutions for each item.
 Calls for tenders to tradespeople: For this step, the metropolitan authority launches a request
for proposals to consulting firms certified (by ALEC based on their experience and after a control
of few invoices made by the company) to provide contractor support and helps draft the detailed
specifications of the work. The specifications are drafted for each work package, and each work
package includes the technical solutions to be implemented. Once the detailed specifications
have been approved by the housing development owners, a call for proposals is launched to
certified business clusters and tradespeople. The businesses' proposals should taper prices
according to the number of jobs undertaken.
 Personalised financing plan: An individual meeting is held with each owner interested in the
initiative. During the meeting, the parties discuss the planned work and the presentation and
calculation of the various forms of financial support available.
 During and after the work: ALEC guides and supports homeowners throughout the duration of
the work by answering any technical questions. Once the work has been done, ALEC offers an
information session on monitoring energy consumption after the work, the loan of an AirKit (to
measure indoor air quality), etc.

2.2.

GUIDANCE AND SUPPORT FOR CO-OWNERS

Co-owner guidance and support through the Mur|Mur 2 platform is divided into two components:
 Private co-owned multi-occupancy buildings built between 1945 and 1975;
 Private co-owned multi-occupancy buildings built before 1945 and after 1975.
The steps in the service path for both of these target groups are roughly the same. There are,
however, a few differences in the content, due to the fact that only co-owned properties built
between 1945 and 1975 are eligible for subsidies for the work. As a result:
 Mur|Mur 2 is less attractive for co-owned properties outside the 1945-1975 range (there are
far fewer registrations than for the 1945-1975 range);
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In the majority of cases and barring special circumstances, the support for 1945-1975 coowned properties is confined to the phase preceding the vote for the project manager,
insofar as subsequent support is provided by SOLIHA (SOLIHA is contracted by La Metro to
support homeowners with administrative and financial aspects such as administrative
procedures to benefit from the different types of subsidies depending of their incomes level).

2.2.1. Co-owned properties built between 1945 and 1975

The service path offered under Mur|Mur 2 for "1945-1975 co-owned properties" can be divided into
the following main stages:
 The co-owners' association board performs a self-assessment of the property with the assistance
of its management agent and ALEC (an initial assessment - BIC - and a simplified energy
assessment - BEC);
 ALEC performs personalised studies, which include an on-site visit, an analysis of the energy
audits, if any, approval by the Mur|Mur 2 technical committee and a report back to all of the coowners;
 A participatory workshop is held for a small number of volunteer co-owned properties to present
and explain the process;
 Assistance is provided for the choice of project manager;
 The work specifications are approved prior to soliciting bids from contractors.
The graph below shows monitoring of the activity from the launch of Mur|Mur 2 for co-owned
properties in April 2015.
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Figure 2- Main indicators used to track the support provided for 1945-1975 co-owned properties
(vertical axis represents the number of households)
A total of 171 personalised studies were carried out (88% of the 194 pre-registrations) and 151 were
followed by public feedback meetings (78% of the 194 pre-registrations; it should be noted, though,
that of the 194 pre-registered co-owned properties, 12 decided not to continue with Mur|Mur 2
before the personalised study was carried out or the feedback meeting held).
Of the 72 co-owned properties that voted on the appointment of a project manager at a general
meeting following this support, only 9 decided not to continue. An overall total of 88% of co-owned
properties voted for outside project management (compared with 65% for Mur|Mur 1). Of these, 47
have issued calls for tenders by end of 2018.

2.2.2. Co-owned properties built before 1945 and after 1975

As mentioned earlier, co-owned properties built before 1945 and after 1975 are not eligible for
subsidies for the work. Unlike co-owned properties built between 1945 and 1975, in this case the
lack of subsidies means that there are no specific requirements on the type of work done. As a result,
the guidance and support provided for the co-owned properties is organized slightly differently:
 The co-owners' association board performs a self-assessment of the property with the
assistance of its management agent and ALEC (an initial assessment of the co-owned building
and a simplified energy assessment);
 The energy audits, if any, are analysed;
 ALEC performs personalised studies, including an on-site visit;
 A public meeting is held with all of the co-owners to present the survey of the co-owned
property, the potential gains to be obtained through energy renovation and the various
forms of financial support available;
 Assistance is provided for the choice of project manager, if necessary;
 The contractors' special technical specifications and/or quotes are analysed;
 The financing plan is drawn up, factoring in the financial support available and an estimate of
the cost for an average home;
 A final meeting is held, with all of the financial information.
When an energy audit is deemed expedient for the co-owned properties, it can be subsidised by
Grenoble Alpes Metropole. The audit (which estimates the energy savings achieved by retrofitting
outside insulation on a post-1975 building, for example) is intended as an additional decision aid.
Since April 2015, 62 co-owned properties have pre-registered in the Mur|Mur 2 section for buildings
built outside the 1945-1975 period. By end of 2018, 38 of these co-owned properties have received
support, representing over 1,000 homes.
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CHAPTER 3 – Communication about the scheme
and generation of demand

3.1.

COMMUNICATION TOOLS

The Mur|Mur 2 scheme's communication strategy was revised in late 2017 to make it clearer and to
highlight the service provided by Mur|Mur 2. It consists of actions in the field (site visits, information
meetings and demonstrations), communication campaigns (including on social media), and a new
Mur|Mur 2 presentation brochure and video.


Mur|Mur 2 leaflet

An initial version of the leaflet was distributed in 2,000 copies and a second version is currently being
finalised. It will be distributed extensively during the first quarter of 2019. To give the campaign
maximum impact, it was decided to distribute the leaflet directly in residents' letterboxes rather than
in public locations. A study was accordingly carried out in collaboration with Grenoble's urban
planning agency in order to target the districts and communes concerned.
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Figure 3 - Leaflet presenting the Mur|Mur 2 scheme for single-family dwellings.

 Communication campaigns
An ALEC employee regularly speaks in a radio programme about the home aired on France Bleu Isère,
so the metropolitan authority sponsored the programme in order to boost awareness of Mur|Mur 2.
A major communication campaign was also launched on social media in 2018. This three-pronged
campaign is comprised of:
● Sponsored Facebook posts;
● Google Display Network, which displays ads when certain keywords are entered;
● Google Adwords (links to the Mur|Mur 2 website at the top of the page).
The first two Facebook campaigns reached over 60,000 people, over 1,000 of who then visited the
Mur|Mur 2 website. The first Display campaign generated 600 clicks.
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Figure 4 - Mur|Mur 2 single-family dwelling landing page on the ALEC website
 Video
A presentation video was designed for the Mur|Mur 2 scheme to present the services offered and
four good reasons to renovate one's home. The video can be watched here:
https://youtu.be/a5XG1G3Mq8A
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Figure 5- Video presenting the Mur|Mur 2 scheme.

3.2.

ACTION ON THE GROUND

The communication campaigns presented above are vital for raising awareness of the scheme, but it
is still essential to go and talk to people on the ground who are (potentially) interested in energy
renovation. This coincides with many observations from other EU supported projects throughout
Europe.
3.2.1. Site visits

To get homeowners in the Grenoble metropolitan area interested in and ready to commit to energy
renovation, ALEC organizes site visits. The goal is to visit a house that is either already renovated or in
the process of being renovated and talk to a person who has received personalised guidance and
support from the Mur|Mur 2 scheme.
The selected projects are comprehensive renovations, preferably where the work done is visible and
interesting to talk about. When the project owners are present, they can provide direct feedback
about their experience, which is always interesting for visitors, who can ask questions about the
organizational aspects in particular. The contractors' presence is important and appreciated by the
visitors. These visits are an opportunity to showcase the guidance and support provided by the
Mur|Mur 2 scheme and can reach visitors likely to be interested in this support.
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3.2.2. Information meetings in the communes

In 2018, four information meetings were held in the communes of Echirolles, Saint Egrève, Saint
Martin d’Hérès and Gières. Two of these meetings were run in partnership with the natural gas utility
GRDF so that questions concerning heating oil-to-gas conversions could be addressed at the same
time (The partnership with GRDF aims to promote the conversion form oil-to-gas as part as the
Metropolitan strategy to improve air quality).
However, the outcomes of these information meetings were not particularly satisfactory (the
attendance was very variable and generated only a small number of follow-up interviews), so it was
decided not to hold further meetings and alternative approaches are currently under consideration.
3.2.3. Communication operation with La Poste

This operation was conducted by La Poste in partnership with Grenoble Métropole and ADEME. The
regular mail carriers hand-delivered information leaflets about Mur|Mur 2 and the Prime Air Bois
grant for upgrading wood-burning heaters (so as to reduce air pollution produce by ol wood-burning
heaters), and carried out an energy-renovation survey of the owners of single-family dwellings.
Of the 10,000 contacts registered, 3,788 replied to the survey and 1,510 people left their name and
address. Nearly 700 of the latter expressed an interest in receiving guidance and support for their
renovation project through the Mur|Mur 2 scheme.

3.3.

AVAILABLE COMMUNICATION TOOLS

General information about the scheme is provided in the following documents:
- New general public leaflet (updated feb 2019)
- Poster
- Scrolling poster displays to present the scheme at events, fairs and trade shows.
- ALEC and La Metro’s websites (dedicated pages to Mur|Mur 2)
- 3 promotional videos shared on Alec’s website) : one general Mur |Mur2 video, one video for
individual dwellings, and one for co-owned buildings built before 45 or after 75)
For the co-owned buildings component:
- Information sheet for 1945-75 co-owned properties
- Information sheet for other co-owned properties
- Service paths for 1945-75 co-owned properties
- Summarised technical documentation for 45-75 co-owned properties
- Architectural quality guide
- Large Mur|Mur 2 poster (4 by 6 meters) displayed on the buildings during the renovation
work
For the single-family dwelling component:
- Mur|Mur 2 information pack
- New specific leaflet for single-family dwellings (with renovated building examples)
- Renovated building example sheets
- User guide to the scheme for private individuals
- Guide for owners to help analysing the works detailed quotations
- Guide for owners to help with the acceptance of completed renovation work
- List of partner enterprises: thermal consulting companies and business clusters
- Energy audit subsidy application file
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-

3.4.





Audit approval document
Technical documentation for single-family dwellings (published January 2017)
Scrolling poster displays relating specifically to single-family dwellings
Mur|Mur 2 plastic sign displayed on buildings during renovation works

MEDIA COVERAGE AND EVENTS
The magazine Alternatives économiques published a special report on Grenoble's initiatives
for the Biennale des Villes en Transition;
Speech by the President of ALEC, Pierre Verri, at the Climate Chance Summit (in September
in Agadir, Tunisia);
Meeting with representatives of Toulouse Métropole (on 31 October) in connection with
plans to set up an energy renovation platform. The discussion covered both the Mur|Mur 2
scheme and ALEC's role;
Presentation, at the European Energy Transition Conference in Geneva (January 2018), of the
participatory workshop run by ALEC as part of its Mur|Mur 2 guidance and support
programme.
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CHAPTER 4 – E stablishment of part nerships wit h
the main stakeholders in the thermal renovation
sector

One of the areas for improvement identified for Mur|Mur 1 (2009-2014) was to strengthen its
partnerships with local stakeholders involved in the operation. The financial support of City-zen
project, enable La Métro and ALEC to dedicate specific human resources to work together on
developing a major partnership component in Mur|Mur 2 for both single-family dwellings and coowned properties. This chapter presents all of the partnership initiatives developed.

4.1. SINGLE-FAMILY DWELLINGS
4.1.1. Technical partnerships

 Actions designed for business clusters working with single-family dwellings
The metropolitan authority and ALEC issued a Call for Expressions of Interest to select and certify the
business clusters (i.e. a group of individual or small companies that are working together on a
refurbishment project such as carpenters, electrician, masson, etc.) that would be involved in
Mur|Mur 2 renovations. ALEC met individually with each of the clusters selected, then a meeting was
held with the building industry's consular chambers and federations so that the latter could present
to the business clusters the possible legal and organizational structures for working as a cluster, and
their respective training and support offerings in this area. Subsequently, two of the eight clusters
selected received support from the CAPEB (confederation of companies of the building sector) to set
up and organize their business cluster.
An initial list of business clusters was drawn up in July 2016 so that citizens could be informed about
the Mur|Mur 2 scheme's partner enterprises. The list has been regularly updated since then.
Due to the establishment of business clusters, the initiative generally works well. Each cluster was
interviewed in order to review the partnership and remind members of certain ground rules. It can
sometimes be more complicated to maintain ties with clusters than with consulting firms. Some
tradespeople see Mur|Mur 2 as simply a source of jobs and neglect their obligation to communicate
with and report to the scheme. The scheme has accordingly reiterated the rules and any clusters that
fail to honour their commitments will be removed from the scheme. For the offer to remain
advantageous, and to satisfy fresh partnership requests, another call for expressions of interest is
expected to be issued in early 2019. It should be pointed out that some enterprises have taken note
of our requests and now make the effort to exchange information and fulfil the reporting
requirements.
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 Actions designed for thermal consulting firms working with single-family
dwellings
The partnership with the thermal consulting firms was established in 2016, as was the partnership
with the business clusters. Initially the process was shorter, with a call for expressions of interest
drafted then published in April. ALEC, often accompanied by the metropolitan authority, then met
with each of the candidate consulting firms.
The partnership agreement was then drafted, accompanied by the detailed specifications of the
Mur|Mur 2 energy audit, and signed by the thermal consulting firms in June. All eight candidates
that responded to the call for expressions of interest were chosen.
The energy audits are carried out by different professionals, so to ensure that they are comparable
and comply with the detailed specifications, each consulting firm was asked to append a "summary
document" in a standard Mur|Mur 2 format to its report. ALEC worked on and refined this
document in partnership with the consulting firms, then it was formatted by an ALEC employee so
that it was simple and automatic to complete.
For communication purposes, a list of Mur|Mur 2-certified thermal consulting firms was drawn up
and edited in the same way as the list of business clusters.
Since then, the scheme has remained in regular contact with the consulting firms (meeting at least
once a year) and Mur|Mur 2 remains a profitable source of business for them. It should be noted
that one of these partners stopped operating this year, raising the question of opening up the
partnership to other consulting firms.
4.1.2. Partnerships with financial stakeholders and go-betweens

 Actions designed for real estate agencies
Under the "ExpéRénos" call for projects launched by the Sustainable Building Plan and ADEME
(French Environment & Energy Management Agency) in 2017, ALEC conducted an experiment that
consisted in involving real estate agents and developing a toolkit and services package to help them
talk to their customers about energy renovation.
A series of exploratory interviews was conducted to make contact with the area's real estate
agencies and identify tools that might be of use to them. The tools and services developed following
these interviews have been tested since May 2018 by around 15 real estate agents from six different
agencies.
The kit contains:
 A batch of information leaflets for distribution to their customers;
 Pre-registration forms so that their customers can be contacted by a Mur|Mur 2 adviser;
 A hotline through which they can ask their designated adviser any questions about energy
renovation;
 A newsletter to inform them of the latest developments in energy renovation in the
metropolitan area;
 Information and discussion breakfast meetings to inform them of the financial support
available, renovation techniques and the built environment in general;
 An information insert on the Mur|Mur 2 scheme, designed to appear at the bottom of
advertisements for properties that require work;
 A personalised energy audit carried out by a Mur|Mur 2 adviser after visiting the premises,
for certain properties on the market that require substantial work.
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Although only a small number of customers are as yet referred to the platform by agencies, the real
estate agents approached welcomed the referral role offered to them and were willing to pass on
information about the scheme's existence.
At the end of 2018, a letter was sent to all of the area's real estate agencies to open the partnership
and involve as many referral stakeholders as possible. A kick-off meeting has been hold in January
2019 to formally seal the partnership, including the signature of a charter of membership of the
Mur|Mur 2 scheme.
 Actions designed for civil law notaries
The metropolitan authority and ALEC met with the President of the Isère Chamber of Notaries to
discuss the possibility of a partnership between the Chamber and Grenoble Métropole. It was
decided to send all notaries in the metropolitan area a letter co-signed by the Presidents of both
organizations, accompanied by a bundle of Mur|Mur 2 information leaflets to be made available to
clients in the waiting room.
In late 2018, the letter to be sent to the notaries in the metropolitan area has been drafted and
approved by both parties. An article presenting the Mur|Mur 2 scheme is also ready to be sent out
to all of the notaries.
Given that the President of the Chamber of Notaries changed in June, a meeting has to be scheduled
in early 2019 to meet the current President and discuss the procedure for sending out the letter and
the article on the Mur|Mur 2 scheme.
 Actions designed for banks
The Crédit Agricole bank approached ALEC about forming a partnership with Grenoble Métropole for
the Mur|Mur 2 scheme and becoming involved in distributing information about energy renovation
on the same basis as real estate agencies.
A meeting was held on 23 May 2018 to identify each party's expectations and requirements, and
map out a possible partnership. In addition to providing customer advisers with communication tools
to guide their customers to the Mur|Mur 2 platform, some of the tools in the kit for real estate
agents (see paragraph above) could be made available to the customer advisers (in particular the
training sessions and the newsletter). Following the meeting, a draft partnership agreement was sent
to Crédit Agricole.
 Energy Efficiency Certificates
Energy Efficiency Certificates can represent a significant financial support for energy renovations (by
selling the energy certificates that they will benefit as a result of the retrofitting works) and that can
be cumulated with other existing subsidies. However, Mur|Mur 2 offered nothing to help
homeowners leverage their certificates. ALEC accordingly began drafting the detailed specifications
of a call for expressions of interest in order to fill this gap. At the same time, however, the regional
energy efficiency agency (AURA-EE) offered a similar approach spanning all of the region's energy
renovation platforms. The metropolitan authority therefore decided to follow this initiative.
The work was carried out in several phases, including face-to-face or telephone meetings with the
other participants and various in-house tasks:
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1. Study the responses to the call for expressions of interest issued by Aura-EE and choose the
service provider
2. Draft the detailed specifications of the website on which users can leverage their energy
efficiency certificates
3. Draft the partnership agreement with the service provider
The partnership agreement was managed by the metropolitan authority, while ALEC was in charge of
defining the website. Unfortunately, despite coordination by Aura-EE and standardisation of the
requests of the various regional energy renovation platforms, the service provider selected made
unacceptable demands in terms of follow-up on energy efficiency certificate applications and all of
the partners decided to stop working with this assignee. A fresh consultation therefore will be held in
2019.

4.1.3. Partnerships with utility network managers

 Partnership with GRDF
The metropolitan authority and ALEC have met with GRDF (which manages the gas grid outside
Grenoble) to discuss a possible partnership as part of the Mur|Mur 2 scheme. During these working
meetings, the parties drafted a partnership agreement laying down the following items:
- A 20% subsidy of the cost of the audit for all homes situated within 35 metres of the natural
gas grid managed by GRDF;
- A communication campaign on Mur|Mur 2.
In late 2018, over 35 audits had been awarded the "GRDF subsidy". Moreover, GRDF's regional
teams have taken over and now "promote" Mur|Mur 2 to their customers during their phone calls.
Lastly, GRDF sent a letter to nearly 4,400 homes, reminding them of the existence of the Mur|Mur 2
platform and the partnership with GRDF, and encouraging them to call ALEC.
 Partnership with ENEDIS
When the new concession contract between Grenoble Métropole and ENEDIS (the national manager
of the electricity grid outside Grenoble) was being negotiated, the question of the concessionholder's participation in the metropolitan authority's energy-transition initiatives was at the centre of
the talks. It was finally agreed that ENEDIS would contribute financially to the initiatives conducted
by the energy-efficiency public service, and therefore to the guidance and support provided to
citizens in their renovation projects.
4.1.4. Interim review of the partnership scheme

Now that the scheme is operational, a meeting was organized to gather feedback from 32
professionals representing the Mur|Mur 2-certified businesses.
Individual interviews were also conducted:
 With each partner consulting firm that has conducted a number of energy audits under the
Mur|Mur 2 scheme;
 With each one of the 8 business cluster (groups of individual or small companies that are
group together to do retrofitting works) in the second half of the year.
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In short, the consulting firms are satisfied because it enables them to conduct audits in single-family
dwellings. The main feedback from the business clusters was that the "comprehensive renovation"
offer they developed with the businesses in their cluster (and primarily for Mur|Mur 2) is becoming a
sales argument for their customers and giving them an edge over their competitors, thereby opening
up new markets for them.

4.2. MUR|MUR 2 - CO-OWNED PROPERTIES
4.2.1. Actions designed for project owners (co-owners' association boards)

 Participatory workshop held for a small number of volunteer co-owned properties
to present and explain the process
The service path available to co-owned properties under the Mur|Mur 2 scheme includes a step that
did not exist in the first Mur|Mur 1 campaign and which therefore had to be constructed from
scratch.
It was developed in late 2016-early 2017 so that this step of the support process now addresses the
objectives set for it, namely to get the co-owners more involved in their energy renovation project;
to go back over the main conclusions of the personalised study feedback meeting, especially for
people who were unable to attend that meeting; help the co-owners decide what priority they want
to give the work promoted by Mur|Mur 2 in the maintenance and improvement of their co-owned
property.
It was decided to hold a participatory workshop using the "Metaplan" facilitation method, which
allows each participant to express themselves, each person's input to be visualised and correctly
shared, and differences of opinion to be heard.
"Rénacopro" online training course
This training course, which is available for co-owners' association board members, is another new
feature of Mur|Mur 2 not present in Mur|Mur 1. It aims to go beyond mere awareness-raising or
general information, and help participants come to grips with the various aspects involved in the
energy renovation of homes in co-owned properties. They will then be able to:
 be "energy experts" within their co-owned property. As such, they will be ALEC's designated
contacts within the context of the Mur|Mur 2 scheme;
 in turn, explain the different issues involved in a project to insulate their building(s), pass on
information and enlist active support within their co-owners' association board and the coowned property.
After this training, the "energy experts" will have acquired and assimilated the basic knowledge
necessary to understand the issues at stake in the energy renovation of a co-owned property from a
technical, regulatory, human and financial viewpoint.
The distinctive feature of this training course is that it combines individual self-study e-learning on a
dedicated platform that each participant can connect to whenever it suits, and offline group sessions.
 The material is broken down into six self-study e-learning modules, which take approximately
45 minutes to complete for the basic content, in addition to which there are links to online
material for further study:
o Climate warming and the energy transition: understand the French and international
context with regard to the climate, energy and regulations
o Co-owned properties: a specific framework for organization, decision-making and
regulations
o The basics of building heating systems: heat transfers, insulation systems, thermal
comfort and energy losses
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o
o



How to renovate your building's energy features: strategies and action areas
Managing a renovation project: the main steps, professional stakeholders and the
Mur|Mur 2 service path
o The financial aspects: cost of work, energy savings, property improvement and
financial support
Four offline meetings (participants and trainer together in the same room) at ALEC's
premises in Saint-Martin-d'Hères. Participants will not only review the course but also clarify
or expand on the knowledge gained through the modules, and encourage a group discussion.

4.2.2. Actions designed for professionals

 Training course in the Mur|Mur 2 scheme for new project managers
ALEC has organized and delivered training courses on the scheme to over 30 project managers and
architects. The list of these project managers can be sent to management agents and co-owners'
association board members interested in soliciting bids from a project manager. Specifications have
also been drawn up for the tendering process, detailing what is expected of project managers under
the Mur|Mur 2 scheme and service path, and sent out to management agents and co-owners'
association board members. Twenty-four project managers and architects had signed the charter of
commitment and been added to the list of approved professionals under the Mur|Mur 2 scheme.
 Involvement of co-owned property management agents
The overall objectives of working with the management agents was to gather their impressions of
energy renovation within the Mur|Mur 2 context and more effectively involve them and work with
them in an effort to make them more powerful driving forces.
In 2016, management agents were surveyed individually and informally. Two meetings followed in
2017, one for professional management agents and the other for voluntary management agents. The
aim was to train them in the Mur|Mur 2 scheme, discuss their needs and gather their feedback. In
2018, a questionnaire was sent out to all of the management agents involved in the Mur|Mur 2
scheme. The objective in this case was to gather their opinions and comments on the support path
provided for co-owned properties. ALEC was keen to learn from their feedback with a view to
improving its service and its practices. An analysis of the results shows that 94% of the management
agents believe that the guidance and support provided by the scheme is essential (56%) or useful
(39%). The most useful and necessary steps in the service path, in their opinion, are the various
public meetings and the simulations of financial support. In all, 67% of them believe that Mur|Mur 2
represents an additional workload.
A meeting was organized to translate the discussions into concrete measures. There was much to
learn from the discussions, which backed up proposals to continue working together in the years to
come. For example, the meeting confirmed the usefulness of a quarterly newsletter on technical and
regulatory issues.

 Action designed for building energy operators
The main objective of the action designed for building energy operators is to ensure continuity
between the work on improving the building's thermal insulation and the work necessary, following
insulation, on the collective heating systems, such as flushing, balancing, regulating, etc.
Establishing a long-term contract (3-5 years) should also guarantee co-owners that their
consumption will be monitored over time and the heating system properly maintained. In the long
run, this action should take the form of a partnership with the professionals that could receive the
Mur|Mur 2 "label".
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First, ALEC surveyed the different types of servicing and maintenance contracts taken out, then
organized a number of meetings with the energy building operators to present the project to them
and gather their expectations. Some of them responded favourably. A call for expressions of interest
was issued and seven responses received, after which their bids were analysed and an agreement
drawn up and presented to the future partners. The version incorporating the various stakeholders'
feedback was finalised in November 2018.
The signature of the agreement is planned for the first half of 2019.
 Actions designed for banks
Regarding the co-owned properties component of Mur|Mur 2, the metropolitan authority and ALEC
attended a number of meetings with the Banque Populaire des Alpes aimed at easing access to
collective loans, interest-free collective loans and other loans for co-owners under the Mur|Mur 2
scheme. They discussed information about the terms and conditions of the different collective loans,
ease of data exchange between ALEC, the metropolitan authority and the Banque Populaire des
Alpes, and prompt processing of loan applications by the Banque Populaire des Alpes.
The metropolitan authority also organized a meeting with the area's main banking stakeholders.
Unfortunately, this meeting did not yield any real operational outcomes nor reveal any potential new
banking partners. This has been mainly explained by the lake of willingness of bank operators to work
together the Metropole or its partners
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CHAPTER 5 – Integration with urban development
and energy policies

The previous two chapters explained how the metropolitan authority and ALEC worked together to
create favourable conditions for the energy renovation of housing by boosting demand (through
communication, guidance and support for project owners, subsidies, etc.) and structuring the sector
through partnerships with the technical and financial stakeholders. Alongside this scheme, it will also
be necessary to have a regulatory context that acts as an incentive. Accordingly, the metropolitan
authority has introduced two flagship measures:
- an obligation for renovation work to achieve a minimum level of energy performance and an
obligation to produce renewable energies in its intercommunal local urban development
plan;
- an obligation for new constructions and renovated buildings situated within the scope of the
scheme to be connected to the district heating network.

5.1.

INTERCOMMUNAL LOCAL URBAN DEVELOPMENT PLAN (PLUI)

The PLUi should translate the goals of the metropolitan authority's Energy Master Plan into a
regulatory framework so that it can be put into action. The goals are therefore as follows:
- Renovate the built environment to boost energy efficiency;
- Leverage the district heating network;
- Anticipate the forthcoming thermal regulations;
- Produce renewable energies.
With technical support from Hespul, the metropolitan authority has worked hard to translate its
goals into regulations in the PLUi currently under development. This was accomplished in 2017 and
2018 as part of drawing up the PLUi (urban planning used to be carried out by the communes, but in
2015 it became the metropolitan authority's responsibility). The following paragraphs set out the
measures included in the initial version of the PLUi, which was issued in September 2018. A public
inquiry is currently in progress. The metropolitan authority aims to adopt the new planning
document in December 2019, after incorporating the changes arising from the findings of the public
inquiry and consultation of the associated public bodies.
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Figure 6- Timeline for production of the Grenoble Alpes Metropole intercommunal local urban
development plan (PLUi)
 New construction
In order to achieve the Energy Master Plan's target 19% reduction in the residential sector's energy
consumption between 2013 and 2030, the metropolitan authority is keen to anticipate the next
thermal regulation. To do so, the metropolitan authority's goal in the PLUi is 20% more efficient than
the national regulatory requirement (that implies 1.5 year of anticipation of the next thermal
regulation). This also makes it possible to maintain the progress in new constructions, which,
especially in the social housing sector, are currently more ambitious, on the whole, than what the
national regulations impose. Moreover, certain communes in the metropolitan area already had
more ambitious standards, which the authority wanted to be able to apply throughout the area to
make the rule clearer for all private and public operators. Lastly, a number of projects have recently
emerged in the area with similar standards, showing that the proposed standard is quite realistic.
Note that there is also a proposal to tighten the requirements for certain specific urban zones (30%
lower than the level prescribed in the 2012 regulation, for example). These urban zones must be
demonstrators of what can be done to progress even further. They set an example for areas that
want to adopt more ambitious goals.
 Renovation
Building renovation is the main key to achieving the area's goals and for years the metropolitan
authority has been striving to make housing more energy-efficient through the Mur|Mur project. The
project provides substantial feedback that spotlights the necessity of insulating buildings, especially
from the outside.
Given that the Mur|Mur project's performance threshold is difficult to achieve without adequate
guidance and support, the proposal is to borrow from the provisions of the Energy Efficiency
Certificates, which set a higher goal but at the same time enable applicants to receive tax rebates.
For this reason, the draft PLUi plans to oblige all renovation projects to at least match the
performance levels laid down in the standard requirements of the Energy Efficiency Certificates
scheme.
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To avoid obstructing thermal insulation work there is also a proposal to allow outside insulation to
project out over the public road network, to allow roofs to be raised (+60cm) to accommodate
insulation work, and to allow the installation of brise-soleils on building façades for more
comfortable conditions in summer.

 Renewable energy production
Renewable energy production is also one of the priorities of the Energy Master Plan, which aims to
increase renewable energy production in the area by 35% by 2030.
It proposes to require all new and retrofitted buildings with over 1,000 m2 of floor space to either
install plants or produce renewable energies at the following minimum production levels:
- Produce 20 kWh/m2 of built floor space per year for housing and mixed-use buildings
(offices/shops + homes);
- Produce 40 kWh/m2 of built floor space per year for commercial or tertiary buildings.
The surface considered is the ground coverage of the building, which implies the same obligation
regardless of the building height.

5.2.

MANDATORY CONNECTION TO DISTRICT HEATING NETWORKS

The first phase of the Energy Master Plan showed that installing district heating networks was the
only way to make significant use of renewable heat in existing buildings in dense urban
environments. The development scenario adopted by Grenoble-Alpes Metropole consists in
densifying the main network. This makes it possible to maintain the quantity of energy delivered by
the network against a backdrop of falling consumption, and is the best option from an economic and
environmental viewpoint. This policy is combined with a greening of the heating network, with plans
to increase the rate of renewable and recovered energy in the network to over 85% and lower the
CO2 content of heating from 150 kg/MWh to 60 kg/MWh by 2030. Together these initiatives should
reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 70,000 t/yr.
To achieve this objective, an article was inserted in the PLUi regulation obliging all new constructions
to be connected to the heating network, along with all buildings undergoing renovation work
(insulation, facade refurbishing, boiler replacement, etc.) and situated within the networks' priority
development areas.
The procedures for implementing this obligation were developed within the framework of a specific
procedure for mandatory connection to the heating network. The obligations and possible
exemptions are set out below.
 Obligations and exemptions from the mandatory connection procedure
Buildings subject to the obligation are:
-

New buildings: if the application for the building permit was filed after the mandatory
connection decision.

-

Extension or elevation of an existing building: more than 150 m2 or 30% of the existing floor
area.
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-

Renovation: improvement of the energy performance of an existing building in line with the
thermal regulation for existing buildings.

-

Replacement of the heating system, if the power exceeds 30 kW (i.e. more than one
dwelling).
Special exemptions allow building owners normally subject to the mandatory connection
requirement not to connect their building if it meets the following conditions:
-

At least 50% of its heating requirements are supplied by local renewable energy;

-

The technical requirements for its heating are incompatible with those of the network (e.g.
temperature regime).

-

It cannot be connected to the district heating network on time (due to the building owners'
constraints).

-

It is not eligible for the connection fees stipulated in the mandatory connection procedure.

 Mandatory connection zone
The map below, which is appended to the PLUi and to the mandatory connection procedure, shows
the network's priority development area, within which mandatory connection applies. It has been
calculated to include all plots situated within 200 m of the existing network
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Figure 7- District heating network priority development area
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5.3.

ORIENTING ENERGY CHOICES ACCORDING TO THE LOCAL ENERGY ROADMAP

5.3.1. Energy criteria in local urban policy : possibilities & limits

As Grenoble energy roadmap gives orientations on energies to be chosen for heating according to
buildings’ location, a juridical analysis was undertaken to evaluate if the local urban policy can
compel builders to follow these orientations. The map below shows the best choices according to
the available energies taken into account in the energy roadmap:
- District heating in the centre (red)
- Condensing gas boiler (yellow zones)
- Wood boiler or high efficiency heat pump (green)
These recommendations have been implemented into the new local urban plan (land use policy)
only where district heating is concerned, thanks to a national law that allows any public district
heating owner (ie local authority) to « classify » their heating network (a new building, or a building
where the central boiler is replaced, has to be connected if it is located within the perimeter of a
classified district heating – only district heating using more than 50% of renewable energies can be
classified). The local use of this classification process is shown above in § 5.2.
The new local urban plan also commands to design new buildings with energy consumption 20%
lower than the national requirements and with electricity production (with exemption possibilities
for example when the roof if used as a community garden). It is interesting to mention that these
innovating requirements are currently inspiring other local authorities in their local urban plan
updating process.
For other energies, there are no legal possibilities to force any choice to be made by designers or
builders. But there still are some opportunities:
- the French building code (application of the new EU directive n° 2018/844) compels to
undertake an energy supply study to justify the energy choices for new buildings and large
existing buildings (> 1000 m2) being completely refurbished.
- the French energy transition law of 2015 compels building owners to insulate external walls
when they plan façade work.
- all new constructions and works on existing buildings have to obtain a permit from Grenoble
Metro Urban Planning department. The demand must include a document proving that the
mandatory energy supply study has been carried out (when applicable).

Construction and modification permits are hence a good way to remind the importance of energy
choices to architects and owners. To help them, a methodological guide presenting how the
mandatory energy supply studies should be made in Grenoble has been written. To increase the
chances that the study requirements are followed, and to empower inhabitants with liable
information, a web tool is also being developed, according to the guide, to compare heating and hot
tap water choices on both global cost and environmental point of views.
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Figure 8 - Map of recommendation for the choice of energy supply for heating purpose
5.3.2. Guiding architects and builders towards the local energy roadmap

The aforementioned web tool is developed to be consistent with the national mandatory energy
supply study which has to show a comparison between several heating energies on environmental
and economical aspects. Interviews with 6 consulting companies which are used to perform such
studies in Grenoble area have showed their interest in the tool, for its time saving potential and
moreover as it will provide a locally adapted, clearer and better guided frame for these studies. The
studies are indeed not always valuable as they are sometimes realised after energy choices were
actually made, only to comply with the national obligation. Their result also depends very much upon
the hypothesis and calculation method (energy prices, investment and maintenance prices, actuation
rate…) and it is generally easy to adjust the calculations to obtain the desired result…
By proposing a standard and easy-to-use calculation method, most mandatory studies will be made
according to this method. Grenoble Metro hence makes sure that best energy choices - according to
its local energy roadmap – will always be taken as a reference in the energy comparisons, which will
validate (or not), that this choice is relevant for the end user, on a global cost and long term point of
view.
The scheme below represents the algorithm of the tool so far. A thorough analysis of several existing
calculation methods (spreadsheet used in the district heating classifying process, a national method
of heating price comparison, an existing web tool (used by public energy advisers towards private
individuals wanting to build or renovate their housing)… has been carried out in order to compare
hypotheses.
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- Surface ?
- Logement individuel ou
collectif ?

Je connais mes besoins de
chauffage et d’ECS

Je ne connais pas mes besoins
de chauffage et d’ECS mais j’ai
réalisé un calcul thermique
(THCEx, STD…)

Je ne connais pas mes besoins
de chauffage et d’ECS et je n’ai
pas réalisé de calcul thermique

Changement
systèmes
seul

Module 1

- Neuf ou réno ?
- Consos prévisionnelles
chauffage et ecs
- Systèmes de chauffage / ECS
à rendement

Consos
connues :
entrer infos
systèmes
actuels

Rénovation
bâti +
systèmes

neuf

Saisie
niveau de
réno
envisagé

Saisie
niveau de
performance visé

Conso
inconnues :
Entrer
surface et
époque
bâti

On connait les besoins de chauffage et d’ECS du bâtiment

Surface de toiture /
plancher ?

Si neuf > 1000 m2 : obligation
de prod EnR 20 kWh/an/m2
Sinon: pas d’obligation de prod
EnR
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Si collectif : Après travaux, votre logement
sera-t-il en chauffage collectif ou individuel ?

Chauffage individuel

Chauffage collectif

Module 2

·

·

Si étude de faisa : cette solution apparait
pré-saisie
· Solutions préconisées SDE modifiables
· Proposition d’autres solutions à choisir
· Envisagez-vous de produire de l’électricité
d’origine renouvelable ? (PV, microcogé,
éolien etc.). Si oui, quelle est la production
prévue ?

Si étude de faisa : cette solution apparait
pré-saisie
· Solutions préconisées SDE modifiables
· Proposition d’autres solutions à choisir
· Envisagez-vous de produire de l’électricité
d’origine renouvelable ? (PV, microcogé,
éolien etc.). Si oui, quelle est la production
prévue ?

Pour chaque solution :

Pour chaque solution :

Saisie de jusqu’à 2 systèmes de chauffage et 2
d’ECS avec les paramètres suivants :

Saisie de jusqu’à 2 systèmes de chauffage et 2
d’ECS avec les paramètres suivants :

·

Investissement
Entretien
· Rendement
Non modifiable :
· Prix de l’énergie
· Augmentation du prix de l’énergie
· Si solaire thermique : surface de capteurs
·

·

Investissement
· Valeur de P2
· Valeur de P3
· Rendement
Non modifiable :
· Prix de l’énergie
· Augmentation du prix de l’énergie
· Si solaire thermique : surface de capteurs

·

Calcul de la consommation d’énergie à partir du besoin et des rendements des systèmes saisis

·

Calcul du coût complet annuel : P1 + P2 + P3 + P4 + taxe CO2 – aides financières

·

Calcul du bilan environnemental : CO2 + kWh énergie primaire + prod élec EnR + % de
production renouvelable thermique et élec

Affichage des solutions
·
·
·
·

Si tel est le cas : Solution obligatoire (raccordement RdC)
Solution(s) préconisée(s) par le SDE
Si tel est le cas : solution « favorite » du MO correspondant à son étude de faisa
Autres solutions choisies par le MO

Module 5

Module 4

Module 3

Pour chaque solution :

Impression du rapport

Figure 9- Algorithm for Guiding architects and builders towards the local energy roadmap
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To finalize the hypothesis and calculation methods, a workshop is planned in Grenoble on the 25th of
March. Main local consultants working on energy building design have been invited.
The aim is to obtain a method that gives easy-to-understand and unbiased results, consistent with
the local energy roadmap and with the end user interest. For example, the energy price and
moreover the energy price raise will be set to make sure that all studies rely upon the same
hypothesis on this point (a comparison where gas price is set according to a very aggressive
commercial discount in a short term providing contract does not give a fair result on a long-term
point of view for the end user who will pay the bills all along the duration of the heating system).

5.3.3. Empowering inhabitants, challenging professionals

Thanks to the aforementioned web tool, any inhabitant will be able to estimate the total cost of
heating and hot water for his home (house or flat), before building or refurbishing it, according to
different choices (the recommended choice according to the roadmap and other solutions selected
by the user). For him or her, it is an efficient way to obtain relevant information in order to discuss
energy choices with the architect or builder, or with the community council of the building.
In the future, by linking the web tool with the smart metering (for consumers who allowed their data
to be gathered) the calculation could be made by using the actual energy consumption, hence
providing more relevant and impactful results for inhabitants.

5.3.4. Adapting local energy policy

For Grenoble Metro, it will also be very interesting to be able to follow the main results of these
studies (either simple online simulation made by any end user or studies performed by a consultant
or architect when asking for a refurbishment or new building permit). It will allow monitoring the
evolution of (official, according to the design) building performance and energy heating choices in
new and heavily refurbished buildings. Furthermore, by knowing which heating systems appear more
frequently in the comparisons with the reference choice given by the local energy roadmap, it will
provide precious information to adapt local communication campaigns and incentive programs.
In a nearer future, the locally adapted frame for the energy study will allow the Grenoble urban
department to receive real information on energy aspects of building and refurbishing projects,
especially as they are implementing an online service for permit allowance demand. They currently
only get a signed attestation saying that the study has been performed, without any information on
the study and its results.
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CHAPTER 6 – Conclusion

6.1.

MAIN CONCLUSIONS

The involvement of all of the stakeholders in the thermal renovation segment was essential for the
success of the Mur|Mur 2 renovation campaign. This is because it enabled us to:
o Work through energy renovation intermediaries (management agents, project managers,
real estate agencies), who promoted energy renovation and the Mur|Mur 2 scheme to
parties other than the homeowners already concerned;
o Tailor our guidance and support to stakeholders' expectations and needs and to the
realities of the energy renovation market. As the management agent of one co-owned
property said: "It is essential to have ALEC and/or SOLIHA present when co-owners vote on
the renovation in the Annual General Meeting: they need a trusted third party and additional
information. Moreover, their feedback helps tailor what is said to the co-owners and create
less anxiety about the time taken to complete the work."
o Gain a better understanding of the factors inhibiting energy renovation for these
stakeholders (such as the timing of the subsidies, which arrive too late and oblige
homeowners to take out bridging loans);
o Provide information and training about energy renovation schemes (subsidies, regulatory
changes, technical characteristics).
Concerning the connection between urban planning, renovation policies and renewable energy
development policies:
o the introduction of a binding regulatory framework appears to be an essential step
towards triggering a rapid change in the way things are done. If not, it would appear that
achieving the Energy Master Plan's objectives, which imply a rapid and far-reaching change
in the energy landscape, is not possible without regulatory constraints.
o Translating certain provisions (the obligation to renovate and to produce renewable
energies) into regulations generally raises numerous legal problems that are not always easy
to solve. Often case law in the matter is unclear, so it takes strong political will to move
forward.

6.2.

ESTABLISHING MONITORING SYSTEMS FOR THE CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT OF THE

SYSTEMS IN PLACE

To leverage feedback on the current schemes and build local stakeholders' capacity, the
metropolitan authority and ALEC have developed a number of monitoring systems:
 A monitoring unit to track the heating consumption of co-owned properties with
collective heating systems in the Grenoble metropolitan area:
ALEC designed a database to learn more about the consumption of heating in co-owned properties
with collective heating in the Grenoble metropolitan area. It collects data on the consumption of
heating (and hot water production, if applicable) in the co-owned properties registered with
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Mur|Mur 2, and co-owned properties whose consumption is being tracked under the Mur|Mur 1
scheme. The raw and weather-adjusted data for the last three to ten seasons or years of heating in
nearly 80 co-owned properties have been entered, along with the characteristics of the said coowned properties.
The data in the database is being processed to provide a more accurate picture of consumption
levels in co-owned properties in the Grenoble metropolitan area. It will then be easier to estimate
the potential savings. The individual analyses of heating consumption in a particular co-owned
property will enable to include a comparison with other co-owned properties of the same type
(depending on the energy source, namely gas or district heating network, and depending on the level
of insulation).
To our knowledge, it is the first database of this size and scope in France for actual consumption
data.

 A monitoring unit to track the area's energy consumption
The metropolitan authority is working closely with all of the network managers in its area to
construct a monitoring unit for energy consumption in the area. The monitoring unit aims to be able
to track the energy consumption of all buildings (respecting GDPR requirements) in the metropolitan
area, for each type of energy (electricity, gas and district heating). Initially the metropolitan authority
will have annual consumption data, but it aims to be able to obtain daily consumption data very
soon. This would enable it deduct the share of heating from the total. This monitoring unit is
complementary to the one described earlier. Its data is less detailed, but provides full coverage of the
entire area. It will therefore make it possible to assess the impact of the metropolitan authority's
renovation policies, improve energy planning and hence more effectively target its actions.
 A monitoring unit for the costs of energy renovation work
The aim here is to find out more about the cost of energy renovation work, by order of magnitude,
based on the quotes voted on by the Mur|Mur 2 co-owned properties.
This work is underpinned by the work carried out for Mur|Mur 1. A new database has been
designed, item by item (façades, roofs, lower floor, ventilation, prime contractor fees and
insurance). The goal is to be able to give co-owners a rough idea of the cost of the energy renovation
work for their property, based on a ratio that is easy for them to use and can be personalised for
individual homes as the cost in euros per square metre of living space. The database has also been
designed so that users can more easily identify and quantify the causes of the great variety of prices
observed while overseeing the Mur|Mur 1 work.
Once this initial design work was completed, users could start entering data. There are not sufficient
co-owners yet for it to be possible to draw conclusions from the data.

6.3.

LESSONS LEARNED AND POTENTIAL FOR REPLICATION TO OTHER CITIES

Based on feedback on the initiatives described in this report, the main recommendations we can
make are as follows:
- Start by identifying the full range of stakeholders and getting to know the local
environment. This will help avoid dispersing your efforts and/or overlooking important
stakeholders;
- Identify the key stakeholders and rank them by priority, since it is impossible to approach all
of the stakeholders right from the outset. To begin with, it will be more efficient to
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concentrate on the stakeholders with the greatest impact. Then, as the scheme develops and
matures, gradually expand the partnerships.
Adjust your guidance and support to these stakeholders' expectations and needs, and the
way they operate. This calls for a fine-grained, individualised approach (on a case-by-case
basis), which is time-consuming but necessary to ensure the scheme's long-term viability.
For the initiative to work, it is essential to combine collective actions (which have a ripple
effect) and individual contacts (which are more rewarding and provide space for developing
a personal relationship).
Don't underestimate the time it takes. It calls for a lot of energy and a sustained, rigorous
approach to develop concrete, long-lasting initiatives. For an initiative of this type to
succeed, it mustn't be hurried. It must be underpinned by long-term policy conducted well
beyond a single term of office.
Promote and showcase the partnerships forged. Recognition and widespread familiarity
with the scheme are strong factors for attracting new partners. Communicating about the
positive feedback from the earliest partners triggers a ripple effect.
Have a clear vision of the parties' mutual interests. Stand firm on your own objectives to
prevent the partnership from veering off-course under pressure from an overly demanding
partner. Take a pragmatic approach, though, and compromise when necessary. This is where
a clear understanding of potential partners' own specific interests is indispensable.
Building a relationship of trust with these stakeholders does not exclude a firm hand and
control. For an initiative of this type to stand the distance, it must be a win-win arrangement.
It is vital to make sure that the partners honour their mutual commitments.
To achieve the objectives of the Energy Master Plan, which requires a rapid change in the
way things are done, it seems indispensable to set up a binding regulatory framework.
Schemes based solely on incentives or facilitators are unlikely to work.
However, for this regulatory framework to be legitimate and applicable, it must also be
sufficiently flexible to adapt to special cases and allow for special dispensations. The
establishment of a binding regulatory framework will only have positive impacts if there are
support measures and if the industry sectors are sufficiently structured to meet these new
constraints.
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